VANRET

CORETTA SELLARS & KRISTA VAN GUILDER

Coretta Sellars comes from the small town of Lunenburg, MA, contributing her neutral sound and passionate lyrics to the
musical blends of Country, Alternative, and Folk/Rock stylings. As writing has always served as a means of Sellars being able
to vent and deliver her worldly messages to the masses, her signature, soulful, sound has been inspired heavily by such
mainstream acts that include The Eagles, Indigo Girls and
The Rolling Stones. Sellars began playing the guitar and
performing in front of live audiences during her teenage
years. Enveloped by music in due part to the modes of singing
and instrumental sessions that always framed family
gatherings, Sellars decided at the age of fifteen that creating
songs and sharing them universally would be her definitive
contribution to the world.
Having already recorded four albums between 1996 and
present day, Sellars has created a prolific catalogue of songs
that have become popular and personal amongst her fellow
listeners and fan base. Sellars’ first recording, Say Something,
is a single that she made copies of on actual cassettes and
distributed and sold to her high school classmates. Since then,
Sellars has received radio airplay, via WXRV, in Boston, MA,
with her smash hit, Best of Me. Her belief in unity, as well as
her acceptance of life’s hardships, and respect across
humanity, has aided Sellars in writing poignant lyrics that she
hopes will help her fans to find closure, fill a void or
soundtrack a past memory. Emotional songs that include,
Sticking Around, Just Like Nothing, Lonely, and Elizabeth,
are compilations that have stood as the trophy pieces of
Sellars’ career. Ultimately, Sellars would love to receive global
recognition for her writing skills, as well as garnering critical
acclaim amongst the folk genre. Sellars pays homage, through
her talents, to those who have supported her sixteen year
career, and who shall continue to extract a sense of faith and
hope within the confines of her music.
Sellars recently formed the duo VanRet with friend and musician Krista Van Guilder. The duo performs a wide range of
cover songs, and originals as well. VanRet is a show not to miss, bringing soul, intensity and conviction.
Krista Van Guilder, originally from Shirley, Massachusetts is a singer/guitarist/songwriter currently living in Worcester,
Massachusetts. She has spent the last 15 years fronting heavy metal bands playing in the New England area. Balancing her
love for heavy metal and acoustic rock, Krista brings attitude and passion to her acoustic performances. Her set list includes a
mix of popular songs from varying time periods and genres but with a twist and originals crafted with passion and experience.
In recent years she has reunited with her former highschool classmate Coretta Sellars to form VanRet.

